In this paper we consider online versions of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) on metric spaces for which requests to visit points are not mandatory. Associated with each request is a penalty (if rejected). Requests are revealed over time (at their release dates) to a server who must decide which requests to accept and serve in order to minimize a linear combination of the time to serve all accepted requests and the total penalties of all rejected requests. In the basic online version of the problem, a request can be accepted any time after its release date. In the real-time online version, a request must be accepted or rejected at the time of its release date.
Introduction
In the classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in a metric space, we are given an origin, a set of points in that space, and the task is to find a tour of minimum total length, beginning and ending at the origin, that visits each point at least once. If one introduces a "time" aspect to the problem by considering a server visiting these points with a given constant speed, the objective can equivalently be stated as to minimize the time required to complete a tour. When requests to visit points include release dates, i.e., when a point can only be visited on or after its release date, we obtain the so-called "TSP with release dates". Removing the need to visit all requests, one can associate a penalty with each request to visit a point. The server can then decide which points to serve and the objective is to minimize a linear combination of the time to go through all accepted requests plus the penalties of the rejected ones. In this paper, we consider online versions of the TSP with release dates and rejection penalty. When the decisions to accept or reject requests can be done any time after their release dates, the online version of the problem will be called the basic version, and when the decisions must be made immediately at the release dates, the corresponding online version will be called the real-time version.
There are many motivations for looking at such problems. Some come from large scale fleet management problems associated with the pick-up and delivery of packages in a dynamic environment, where a sizable fraction of the requests come in a real-time fashion, requiring both flexibility and fast response in an ever changing environment, and profitability over a longer horizon.
Other examples come from the emerging field of autonomous spatial exploration and information harvesting problems, there are many potential applications (some futuristic, yet within near-term technological capabilities), where micro (unmanned) autonomous vehicles (MAVs) will be launched with the mission of "finding out" and "communicating back" key information (such as casualties and immediate rescue needs in case of a natural disaster). Overall, the algorithmic challenges for such complex missions to be possible are formidable and diverse. In particular, it involves the development of fully autonomous algorithmic capabilities which would allow an MAV to "function" without external help, and in some cases, without the availability of an existing external infrastructure (for example a malfunctioning or non-existing GPS infrastructure). The proposed online versions of the TSP variant we discussed above provide some of the fundamental building blocks needed to meet such algorithmic challenges. Requests to visit points could be various signals received from the multi-sensing capabilities of the MAV and indicating specific location to explore, rejecting such a request could incur a "penalty" (opportunity cost for missing out on key information). During the exploration the MAV collects information associated with accepted and visited requests. At the final state, the collected information can be communicated to a dispatch center.
Formal definitions of the problems
Online TSP with Rejection Options Instance: A metric space M with a given origin o and a distance metric d(·, ·). A series of n requests represented by triples (l i , r i , p i ) 1≤i≤n , where l i ∈ M is the location (point in metric space) of request i, r i ∈ R + is its release date (first time after which it can be served), and p i ∈ R + is its penalty (for not being served). The problem begins at time 0; the server is initially idle at the origin (initial state), can travel at unit speed (when not idle), and eventually must be back and idle at the origin (final state). The earliest time the server reaches this final state is called the makespan.
Offline context: The number of requests n is known to the offline server. All requests are revealed to the offline server at time 0.
Online context: The number of requests n is not known to the online server. Requests are revealed to the online server at their release dates r i ≥ 0; assume r 1 ≤ r 2 · · · ≤ r n .
There are two online versions:
Basic: The online server can accept or reject a request any time after the request's release date.
Real-time:
The online server must accept or reject a request immediately at the time of the request's release date. Decisions are then final.
Objective: In all cases, minimize {the makespan to serve all accepted requests plus the total penalties of all rejected requests} among all feasible solutions.
The offline problem is thus a TSP with release dates and penalty, and the two online versions of the problem differ as to when decisions to accept or reject a request can be done.
Our contributions
For the basic online version of the TSP, we provide a best possible 2-competitive online algorithm in a general metric space, improving the 2.28 competitive ratio of [9] . A slightly modified version of our algorithm can be applied for the Price Collecting TSP and remain 2 competitive, improving the 7/3 competitive ratio of [3] .
For the real-time version, we provide a best possible 2.5-competitive polynomial time online algorithm on the non-negative real line. On the real line, we prove a lower bound of 2.64 on any competitive ratios and give a 3-competitive online algorithm. Finally, we consider the case of a general metric space and prove a Ω( √ ln n) lower bound on the competitive ratio of any online algorithms. Among the restricted class of online algorithms with prior knowledge about the total number of requests n, we also propose an asymptotically best possible O( √ ln n)-competitive one.
Literature review
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a classical combinatorial optimization problem and, along with its many variations, has received wide attention from different communities. Several books, including those of Lawler et al. [12] and Korte and Vygen [11] offer comprehensive coverage of results about the classical variants. The problems for which points do not need to be all visited have comparatively received less attention, and most of the work originated in the mid-80s, with a paper by Balas [6] on the prize collecting traveling salesman problem. A good survey about various models and solution strategies about these variants up to 2005 can be found in [8] .
With respect to the literature on online versions of the TSP, it started with the paper by Ausiello et al. [5] , in which the authors introduce and study the online version of the TSP with release dates; they analyze the problem on the real line and on general metric spaces, developing online algorithms for both cases and achieving an optimal online algorithm for general metric spaces, with a competitive ratio of 2. They also provide a polynomial-time online algorithm, for general metric spaces, which is 3-competitive. Subsequently, the paper by Ascheuer et al. [2] implies the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm, for general metric spaces, which is 2.65-competitive as well as a (2 + )-competitive ( > 0) algorithm for Euclidean spaces. Closing a conjecture in [5] , Lipmann [13] provides an optimal online algorithm for the real line, with a competitive ratio of 1.64.
Blom et al. [7] give an optimal online algorithm for the non-negative real line, with a competitive ratio of 3 2 , and also consider different adversarial algorithms in the definition of the competitive ratio. Jaillet and Wagner [10] introduce the notion of a disclosure date, which is a form of advanced notice for the online salesman, and quantify the improvement in competitive ratios as a function of the advanced notice. A similar approach was taken by Allulli et al. [1] in the form of a lookahead.
Most related to this current paper, there has also been some recent work dealing with online routing problems which do not require the server to visit every revealed request. Ausiello et al. [4] analyze the online quota TSP, where each city to be visited has a weight associated with it and the server is given the task to find the shortest sub-tour through cities in such a way to collect a given quota of weights by visiting the chosen cities. They present an optimal 2-competitive algorithm for a general metric space. In Ausiello et al. [3] , the authors provide a competitive analysis of the "prize collecting TSP", a generalization of the quota problem where penalties for not visiting cities are also included, beyond meeting a given quota. They provide a 7/3-competitive algorithm and a lower bound on any competitive ratios of 2 for a general metric space, and refer to a 2-competitive algorithm and a lower bound of 1.89 on the non-negative real line. More generally, assuming a ρ-approximation algorithm for the offline problem, they show that their online algorithm is a (2ρ+ ρ 1+2/ρ )-competitive polynomial time algorithm. Finally, in a previous paper, Jaillet and Lu [9] , we introduce the basic version of the online TSP with release dates and penalty, and for the case of a general metric space, we propose a c-competitive online algorithm, where c =
Outline: The remainder of the paper is as follows: after introducing some key notations and assumptions in Section 2, we first present our main result on the basic online version for the TSP in a general metric space in Section 3. We then concentrate on the real-time version of the problem in Section 4, presenting results on the non-negative real line, on the real line, and on a general metric space. We offer few concluding remarks in Section 5.
Notations
The formal definitions of the problems considered in this paper have been given in Section 1.1. We assume that we have at our disposal an exact algorithm (a black box) that solves any instance of the corresponding offline problems.
An instance I consisting of n requests is gradually revealed. The online server observes a series of partial instances {I k } 1≤k≤n , where I k is the instance consisting of the first k requests. For the instance I k , let C opt (k) be the objective value of an optimal offline solution, τ k be the corresponding optimal route (tour or path), T k be the corresponding makespan, and S k be the set of accepted requests by the black box. Given a route τ , we also use τ as a function τ (t) :
is the position of the server who follows τ at t. L(τ ) represents the length of the route, i.e. the shortest time to travel through it, ignoring release dates of requests.
For a given online algorithm A, we let C A (k) be the total cost incurred by the online server on the instance I k . We measure the quality of this online algorithm via its competitive ratio, i.e., the smallest upper bound on C A (n)/C opt (n) for any instances of any size n. If there exists such a finite upper-bound c, then we say that A is c-competitive, and, in case no other online algorithms have smaller competitive ratios, we say that A is best possible. If a finite upper bound does not exist, then one can characterize the asymptotic behavior of the competitive ratios as a function of n (n representing the problem size) by providing functions f and g such that an Ω(f (n)) and O(g(n))
are asymptotic lower and upper bounds on the competitive ratios for the problem.
Basic Version of the Online Problem
We focus here on the basic version of the problem. In Jaillet and Lu [9] , we show a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any online algorithms for this problem on metric space:
). Any c-competitive online algorithm on R + must have c ≥ 2.
In the remainder of the section, we first propose an online algorithm whose competitive ratio matches this lower bound in any general metric spaces. We then consider the design of a polynomial time online algorithm for this problem and, we finally address a slight generalization of the problem, involving both penalty for rejection of a request and prize for collection, if a request is accepted and served.
Best possible 2-competitive online algorithm
In the proposed algorithm, the online server makes use of the offline black box only when at the origin, and, any time at the origin, waits an appropriate amount of time (to defined) before it starts on a new route. While engaged on a route, the server ignores all new requests. We label this algorithm WOGI for "Wait, Optimize, Go, and Ignore".
Before presenting the algorithm in details, let us first define some notations. We use i as a counter indicating how many times the online server has left the origin. We let u i be the number of requests that have been released so far when the online server leaves the origin for the i th time. We let P i be the set of all requests among the first u i requests that have not been served by the online server when it returns to the origin for the i th time. We let s i be the first request, not among the first u i−1 requests, which the online server visits on route τ u i (so s i > u i−1 ).
Our algorithm is designed in such a way that when the online server leaves the origin for the i th time, it has two candidate routes to follow. It either follows the route τ u i exactly, or it uses a WOGI shortcut τ u i ,u i−1 , defined as follows: it skips the first requests on τ u i whose indices are no greater than u i−1 , goes directly to request s i , and then follows the remaining part of τ u i . We are now ready to provide a full description of Algorithm WOGI:
0. Initialization: counter i = 0, u 0 = 0, and P 0 = ∅.
1. Assume k requests have been released. If S k ⊂ {1, 2, ..., u i }, wait for the next released request, and go to Step 1; otherwise, go to Step 2.
2. Assume k requests have been released, the WOGI server waits until max{C opt (k), t k,u i }, where
is the latest time to leave the origin to follow τ k,u i and maintain a competitive ratio of 2. If a new request is released during the waiting time, go to Step 1; otherwise, update u i+1 = k, i = i + 1, and go to Step 3.
3. The WOGI server takes one of the two routes and ignores all new requests before reaching back the origin:
, he follows the WOGI shortcut τ u i ,u i−1 . After finishing the route, go to Step 4.
After finishing the route, go to Step 4.
4. Update P i . Go to Step 1.
Let us first look at some properties of WOGI:
Proof. If i = 0, C opt (0) = 0. Thus, the lemma is trivially true. If i > 0, let t be the time when the WOGI server leaves the origin for the i th time. According to Step 2, t ≥ C opt (u i ). On the other hand, at time t, only u i requests are released. Thus,
The lemma is trivially true. If i > 0, the offline server cannot visit request s i+1 before its release time r s i+1 . Thus,
Lemma 3. The WOGI server returns to the origin for the i th time before
Proof. We use induction on i to prove this lemma. It is trivially true for i = 0. Consider i. By induction, the server finishes his (i − 1) th trip before 2C opt (u i−1 )
Thus, the WOGI is at the origin at max{t u i ,u i−1 , C opt (u i )}. According to Step 2, he leaves the origin for the i th time at exactly max{t u i ,u i−1 , C opt (u i )}. Based on which of the two is larger, we have two cases:
, then the WOGI server will take the shortcut τ u i+1 ,u i , and arrive at the origin at time
, then the server will follow τ u i , and arrive at the origin at time
The last inequality is due to P i ⊂ S c u i , because τ u i pass through all requests in S u i .
We now can prove our main result: Theorem 1. Algorithm WOGI is 2-competitive and best possible.
Proof. Assume there are a total of m requests and the WOGI server leaves and returns to the origin i times. According to Lemma 3, after the i th trip, the server returns to the origin before time 2C opt (u i ) − j∈P i p j and never leaves again. Therefore, total cost
Since the WOGI server does not leaves the origin afterwards,
Polynomial-time algorithms
WOGI repeatedly calls a black box that provides optimal solutions to corresponding offline problems. However, because these offline problems are NP-hard, WOGI can't be considered to be a polynomial-time algorithm, and this makes WOGI impractical for very large size problems. To address the complexity issue, we propose here a polynomial time algorithm, WOGI-apx, at the expense of an increase in the competitive ratio. WOGI-apx is simply the analog of WOGI with an approximation black box. Instead of solving offline TSPs optimally, WOGI-apx uses a ρ-approximation black box algorithm. Noting that, other than optimality, few properties of offline solutions are used in proving 2-competitiveness of WOGI, we expect the analysis in Section 3.1 to carry through for WOGI-apx.
Before presenting and analyzing WOGI-apx, let us first define some notations, which are analogs of the ones used for WOGI. Given the instance I k , the offline approximation algorithm provides a solution that has costC apx (k) ≤ ρC opt (k). LetT k be the makespan of the approximation solution, τ k be the corresponding route, andS k be the set of requests served by the approximation solution.
u i is the number of released requests when the online server leaves the origin for the i th time. The rejection set P i is the set of requests that have not been served when the online server returns to the origin for the i th time. Request s i is the first request on the routeτ u i whose index is strictly greater than u i−1 . When the online server leaves the origin for the i th time, it has two candidate routes to follow. It either followsτ u i , computed by the approximation solver, or a WOGI shortcut τ u i ,u i−1 . The WOGI shortcutτ u i ,u i−1 skips the first few requests onτ u i whose indices are no greater than u i−1 , goes directly to request s i−1 , and then follows the remaining fraction ofτ u i .
Now we can present WOGI-apx:
Algorithm 2 (WOGI-apx). 0. Initialization: counter i = 0, u 0 = 0, and P 0 = ∅.
1. Assume k requests have been released. IfS k ⊂ {1, .., u i }, wait for the next released request, and go to Step 1; otherwise, go to Step 2.
2. Assume k requests have been released, the WOGI server waits until max{C apx (k), t k,u i }, where
If a new request is released during the waiting time, go to Step 1; otherwise, update u i+1 = k, i = i + 1, and go to Step 3.
, he follows the WOGI shortcutτ u i ,u i−1 . After finishing the route, go to Step 4. 3b. If t u i ,u i−1 <C apx (u i ), he followsτ u i . After finishing the route, go to Step 4.
4. Update P i+1 . i = i + 1. Go to Step 1.
As Lemma 1 through 3 use no property of the offline solutions from the black box, their analogs for the approximated version are also valid.
Lemma 6. The WOGI-apx server finishes his i th trip before 2C apx (u i ) − j∈P i p j .
We omit the proofs because they are the same as the ones for Lemma 1 through 3. We are now ready to prove our main result. The proof is different from the one of Theorem 1, because unlike
Theorem 2. Algorithm WOGI-apx is 2ρ-competitive.
Proof. Assume there are a total of m requests, and the WOGI-apx server leaves and returns to the origin i times. According to Lemma 6, after the i th trip, the server returns to the origin before time 2C apx (u i ) − l∈P i p l and never leaves again. Therefore, total cost
.e. none of these requests are served in the optimal offline solution,
, where the last inequality is due to Step 2 in the WOGI-apx. Because of Step 1 of the algorithm,
From the discussion above, we can conclude that WOGI-apx is 2ρ-competitive.
A prize-collecting generalization
The prize collecting TSP (PCTSP) is a generalization of the TSP (see [6, 8] ), where associated with each request is a penalty (if rejected) and a prize (if accepted and served). The server must collect enough prizes exceeding a given quota while minimizing the makespan needed to collect the prizes plus the total penalty of rejected requests. We consider the online version of this problem.
Online PCTSP
∈ R + its release date (first time after which it can be served), p i ∈ R + its penalty (for not being served), and w i ∈ R + its prize (collected if served). A parameter W min ∈ R + (a quota for prizes to be collected). The problem begins at time 0; the server is initially idle at the origin (initial state), can travel at unit speed (when not idle), and eventually must be back and idle at the origin (final state).
The earliest time the server reaches this final state is called the makespan.
Feasible solution: Any subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of requests to be served and a feasible TSP tour with release dates τ (S) through S so that i∈S w i ≥ W min .
The online server can accept or reject a request any time after the request's release date.
Assume there is a blackbox that provides the optimal offline solution for PCTSP. For the simplicity of the algorithm, let us assume that if there is no feasible solution for the offline problem, no request will be accepted. Let us replace the blackbox in WOGI by the blackbox for PCTSP; and the resulting algorithm is WOGI-PC. Since in the proofs of Lemma 1, 2, 3 and Theorem 1, no property other than the optimality of the solution provided by the blackbox is used, these results are also valid for WOGI-PC. In particular, Theorem 3. Algorithm WOGI-PC is 2-competitive for PCTSP.
Similarly, assume there is a blackbox that provides ρ-approximation offline solution for PCTSP.
Replacing the blackbox in WOGI-apx by an approximation blackbox for PCTSP results in algorithm WOGI-PC-apx. Similar to the argument above, we have: Theorem 4. Algorithm WOGI-PC-apx is 2ρ-competitive for PCTSP.
Real-time Version of the Online Problem
In this section, we consider the real-time version of our online problem. The decision to accept or reject a given request must be made immediately upon its arrival.
The case of the non-negative real-line R +
We first study the problem when the locations of the requests are all on the non-negative real line, equipped with the traditional Euclidean distance. In that case, the notation for the location of a request i, l i , will also represent the distance from the origin to the point. Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that an online server follows a c-competitive online algorithm, where c is a finite constant. Let c 0 = 2.5 and be a small positive number. For an arbitrary integer n, consider a series of up to n + 1 requests as follows: (l i , r i , p i ) = (1, 1 + i , 3/c i 0 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and (l n+1 , r n+1 , p n+1 ) = (1, 1 + (n + 1) , ∞).
Let t 0 be the time when the online server begins to move away from the origin for the first time. If 0 ≤ t 0 < r 1 , no request would be presented. As a result, C A > 0 and C opt = 0, which contradicts with the assumption that algorithm A is finite competitive. Thus, t 0 ≥ r 1 . Since the last possible request has an infinite penalty, any finite competitive online algorithm cannot reject all requests. Let request m(1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1) be the first request that is accepted by A. After the online server accepts request m, no more request is presented. We now consider two cases to compute the competitive ratio:
1. If m ≤ n, then the optimal solution is to reject all m requests. In this case, C opt (m) = 2. If m = n+1, then the optimal solution is to accept all n+1 requests. In this case, C opt (n+1) = r n+1 + l n+1 = 2 + (n + 1) , and C A (n + 1) ≥ r 1 + 2l n+1 + n i=1 p i = + 
An optimal 2.5-competitive online algorithm
The algorithm we propose here is an extension of the "move right if necessary" (MRIN) algorithm introduced in Blom et al. [7] for the online TSP without rejection options. The acceptance/rejection decisions are based on the offline optimal solutions. Let us call this algorithm the "estimate and move right if necessary" (EMRIN) algorithm:
Algorithm 3 (EMRIN).
1. Whenever a new request m comes, if m ∈ S m , accept it; otherwise reject it.
2.
If there is an accepted and unserved request on the right side of the server, move toward it.
3.
If there are no accepted and unserved requests on the right side of the server, move back toward the origin. Upon reaching the origin, become idle.
First, let us show that the total penalty of rejected requests is not large:
Proof. We use induction on m.
Therefore, the assertion is true. Assume now that the assertion holds for m − 1, and let us consider m.
Then, let us prove our main result:
Theorem 6. Algorithm 3 (EMRIN) is 2.5-competitive, and thus best possible.
Proof. We will use induction on the number of released requests m. When m = 1, if 1 / ∈ S 1 , C A (1) = C opt (1); otherwise, C A (1) = r 1 + 2l 1 , C opt (1) = max{r 1 + l 1 , 2l 1 }, and thus
Copt(1) ≤ 1.5. Assume now that the assertion holds for m − 1, and let us consider m:
2. If m ∈ S m , assume request k is the rightmost request that is accepted but not be served at time r n ; assume x is the position of the online server at r n .
2a. If x ≤ l k , because request k is an accepted and unserved request, the online server has been moving right since time r k . Hence, the online server will return to the origin at later than r k + 2l k . Therefore,
As a result, we conclude
2b. If x ≥ l k , no extra time is needed to serve the last request, because it can be served on the online's way back to the origin. Thus,
The case of the real-line R
In this section, we study the problem when the locations of the requests are on the real line, equipped with the traditional Euclidean distance. On the positive ("right") side of the line, the notation for the location of a request i, l i , will also represent the distance from the origin to the point. On the negative ("left") side of the line, the location of a request i, l i will be given by a negative number, and the distance from the origin to the point will be its absolute value |l i |.
Lower bounds on competitive ratios
General lower bound Proof. Assume that an online server A follows a given c-competitive online algorithm. For any given ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N, such that N ε > c(4 + 2ε), and there also exists M ∈ N, such that 15c − 8 < εc M −1 .
Again we use the idea mentioned in Section 4.1.1 to construct an example. In this example, three series of requests are presented.
First, consider a series of up to N requests as follows:
Note that A cannot reject them all. Otherwise, the cost will be N ε > c(4 + 2ε), while the optimal cost is at most 2 + ε, which is a contradiction. Assume the first request accepted by A is n 1 . Truncate the first series: only the first n 1 requests are presented.
Consider a second series of up to N requests as follows: (l n 1 +i , r n 1 +i , p n 1 +i ) = (−1, 1 + ε + iε N , ε), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Note that A cannot reject them all. Otherwise, the cost will be at least N ε > c(4+2ε), while the optimal cost is at most 4+2ε, which is a contradiction. Assume the first request in this second series accepted by A is n 1 + n 2 . Truncate the second series: only the first n 2 requests in the second series are presented. Let P 1 = (n 1 − 1)ε, P 2 = (n 2 − 1)ε, a 1 = min{2 + 2ε, P 1 + ε}, and a 2 = min{2 + 2ε, P 2 + ε}.
At time 1 + ε + n 2 ε N , A has two requests at ±1 to visit. Without loss of generality, assume A is visiting 1 before visiting −1. Assume t 0 is the first time when A is at the origin after visiting 1. Note that the optimal cost is at most a 1 + a 2 . In order to be c-competitive, we have
Consider a third series of up to M requests as follows:
We claim that A has to reject all these M requests. Otherwise, assume the first one accepted is n 1 + n 2 + m; then truncate the third series so that only the first m requests in the third series are presented. The online server's cost is at least 3t 0 − 2 +
, which is a contradiction. Then, we present the last request (l n 1 +n 2 +M +1 , r M +1+n 1 +n 2 , p M +1+n 1 +n 2 ) = (t 0 − 2, t 0 + ε, ∞). Because of its infinite penalty, A has to accept this request. Thus, online server's cost is at least 3t 0 − 2 + 1 + 5ε, 6ε) . The online server will accept the 2nd, 5th and 6th request, and he has to visit ±1. Without loss of generality, assume the server visits 1 before visiting −1, and time 3 + a is the first time that he is at the origin after visiting 1. It is easy to see a ≥ 0. If no more request is presented, the online cost is at least 8 + a and the optimal cost is 3. Then, if necessary, present two more requests at 1 + a, (l, r, p) = (1 + a, 3 + a, 1 + a − 100ε), (1 + a, 3 + a + ε, 1000ε). The online server will accept the 8th and reject the 7th request. So, the online cost will be at least 11 + 5a, while the optimal cost will be 4 + 2a. Consequently, competitive ratio c ≥ max{
≈ 2.73.
A 3-competitive online algorithm
This algorithm uses a different offline subroutine, hereafter called black box 2, that solves a variant of the offline problem where the server starts initially at a point x that may be different from the origin.
Algorithm 4 (ReOpt).
1. Whenever a new request m comes, if m ∈ S m , then accept it; otherwise, reject it.
2. At any time when a new request is accepted, reoptimize (using black box 2) and follow the corresponding new optimal route to serve all accepted and unserved requests.
First, let us show that the total penalty of rejected requests is not very large. Consider if only the first k requests are released, let L k = min 1≤i≤k,i∈S k {l i , 0} be the leftmost accepted request and R k = max 1≤i≤k,i∈S k {l i , 0} be the rightmost accepted request. Then,
Proof. Consider the route τ k that the offline server follows if only the first k requests are released. Let τ k (t) be the server's position at time t. Assume that request k is served at time t 0 (≥ r k ). Let t 1 = max{t : τ k (t) = l, t < t 0 } and t 2 = min{t : τ k (t) = l, t > t 0 }. Consider another feasible solution:
Since both solutions have the same motion before t 1 , all requests served by τ k before t 1 are also served by the new solution. Furthermore, because the interval covered by τ k after t 2 is also covered by τ k after t 0 and all the first k requests are released before t 0 , every request that is served by τ k after t 2 will be served by τ k . Therefore, all requests served by τ k but not by τ k are served by τ k between t 1 and t 2 . Because of the definition of t 1 and t 2 , all those requests are located beyond l.
Thus, τ k saves at most i:l i <l p i on penalties and spends t 2 − t 0 more units of time on traveling. From τ k , we have i:l i <l p i ≥ t 2 − t 0 ≥ l − l k , where the last inequality is due to the unit speed of the offline server.
By symmetry, we also have:
Then we are ready to prove the competitive ratio of ReOpt: Theorem 9. Algorithm 4 (ReOpt) is 3-competitive.
Proof. Assume n requests are released:
1. If n ∈ S n . Both the online and offline servers accept request n. Let L on = min{0, l i : i ∈ S i } be the leftmost request accepted by the online server, R on = max{0, l i : i ∈ S i } be the rightmost request accepted by the online server, L off = min{0, l i : i ∈ S n } be the leftmost request accepted by the offline server, and R off = max{0, l i : i ∈ S n } be the rightmost request accepted by the offline server. From the description of ReOpt, the online server never moves beyond interval [L on , R on ]. Therefore, the online server serves all accepted requests and returns to the origin no later than r n − 2L on + 2R on . Thus,
3. Assume m is the last request such that m ∈ S m . According to Case 1,
Note that 3 is a tight competitive ratio for ReOpt as the following example illustrates. Let be an arbitrarily small positive number, k be an arbitrary large integer, and let the instance consist of the following 2k + 3 requests:
It is easy to check that C ReOpt = 6 + 4/k and C opt = 2 + 4/k. By letting k → ∞, we have c ≥ 3.
The case of general metric spaces
In this subsection, we first construct a series of special metric spaces, for which we prove that there are no online algorithms with a constant competitive ratio, and show a Ω( √ ln n) lower bound on any competitive ratios (where n is the number of requests in the given instance of the problem).
Then, among the restricted class of online algorithms with prior knowledge about the total number of requests n, we propose one which is O( √ ln n)-competitive; hence, asymptotically best possible among that class.
Lower bound on competitive ratios
Splitting operation: Such an operation on an edge AB of length l consists in splitting it into countably infinite many copies, each represented by a middle points {C i } i∈N such that: each C i satisfies: AC i = BC i = l/2; and any path from one middle point C i 1 to another middle point C i 2 must pass through either A or B.
Figure 2: Splitting Operation
The metric spaces {M j } j∈N : The spaces {M j } j∈N are created iteratively by the splitting operation described above. Given one space M j , we split each of its edge into countably infinite many copies to create M j+1 :
• M 0 : A line segment A 0 A 1 of length 1.
• M 1 : Split A 0 A 1 into copies with middle points A 1/2,i 1 .
• M 2 : 
Proof of unbounded competitive ratio:
In order to present requests one by one to the online server, the release dates of all successive requests should be different. However, for simplicity in the exposition of our proofs, all release dates are set to be 0. Simply assume that the online server Proof. Consider the following instance defined on the metric space M 2m 2 . The online server is at A 0 initially. First, two requests with infinite penalties are released at A 0 and A 1 . Then requests with penalties 1/m are released one by one at 1/2-points {A 1/2,i 1 } until the online server rejects one of them. We will later show that this is well defined, i.e. the online server must reject one such request. Assume he accepts A 1/2,1 , · · · , A 1/2,a 1 −1 and rejects A 1/2,a 1 . Then, release requests with penalties 1/(2m) at 1/4-th points A 1/4,a 1 i 2 until the online server rejects one (again our formal proof shows that this is a well defined stopping criteria), and at 3/4-th point A 3/4,a 1 i 2 until the online server rejects one. Repeat this procedure at 1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8, ..., 1/2 2m 2 , ..., (2 2m 2 −1)/2 2m 2 -points. The penalty of a request at a point in V j is 1/(2 j−1 m). First, let us show that requests accepted by the online server are not close to each other: Lemma 10. Consider any two requests that are accepted by the online server. Assume that one request is at a point in V j 1 and the other is at a point to V j 2 (j 1 and j 2 may or may not be different). Then, the distance between those two requests is at least 1/2 j 1 + 1/2 j 2 .
Proof. Because of the way the instance and the metric spaces are constructed, any path from one request to the other must pass through a point in set V min{j 1 ,j 2 }−1 . Since the distance between V j 1 and V min{j 1 ,j 2 }−1 is 1/2 j 1 and the distance between V j 2 and V min{j 1 ,j 2 }−1 is 1/2 j 2 , the distance between these two requests is at least 1/2 j 1 + 1/2 j 2 .
Lemma 10, combined with the fact that any request at a point in V j has a penalty 1/(2 j−1 m), indicates that the distance between two requests accepted by the online server is at least m/2 times the sum of the penalties of the two requests. Therefore, if the total penalty of requests accepted by the online server is P , the online server must travel at least mP units of time to serve all of them. Then, let us show that the instance is well defined, i.e. the online server cannot accept all requests:
Lemma 11. Assume the online algorithm is (m − 1)-competitive. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m 2 , let k j be the total number of requests at points in V j that are accepted by the online server. Then, k j ≤ m 2 2 j .
Proof. Assume there exists j such that k j > m 2 2 j . Consider the instance in which no request at points in 2m 2 i=j+1 V i is presented. We will show that the algorithm is worse than (m−1)-competitive for the instance.
First, let us consider the cost of the online server. Since the total penalty of accepted requests is j i=1 k i /(2 i−1 m), from the discussion above, the online server must spend at least j i=1 k i /2 i units of time serving these requests. Because for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j the total penalty of rejected requests at points in V i is 1/m, the total penalty of rejected requests is j/m. Thus, the online cost is
Then, let us consider a feasible solution B and its cost. Requests rejected by the online server are accepted and requests accepted by the online server are rejected. Noting a carefully chosen shortest path from A 0 to A 1 passes through all requests rejected by the online server, the new feasible solution spends 2 units of time to visit these rejected requests. Thus,
Contradict with our assumption.
We are now ready to finish the prove Theorem 10. According to the proof of Lemma 11, the online cost is at least Theorem 11. Any c-competitive online algorithm on an instance with n requests must have c ≥ Ω( √ ln n), even assuming n is given in advance.
Best possible O(
The algorithm proposed in this section requires a priori knowledge on the total number of requests.
It is not clear that there exists an algorithm that achieves the same competitive ratio without such a knowledge.
For the simplicity of the algorithm and its analysis, we would like to consider problems without release dates. All requests arrive in sequence. The online algorithm must accept or reject a request before seeing the next. After making all the decisions, the online algorithm then decides how to serve all accepted requests. We argue that removing release dates (but preserving the order) only changes competitive ratios by at most 2:
Lemma 12. Given an online algorithm A that is designed to solve the instances with all release dates 0(but still have to make decisions sequentially before knowing future requests), it can be transformed to another online algorithm A , such that for any instance I,
where I is almost the same instance as I, the only difference is all release dates are 0 in I , but the order of requests remains.
Proof. Consider the following algorithm A :
Whenever a new request m comes, the server applies algorithm A on the instance consisting of first m requests with release dates all zeros, to make an accept/reject decision for the new request. If he accepts the new one, he goes back to the origin and then follows the newly computed route; otherwise, he just continues his current route.
Assume for instance I, ρ = C A (I) C OP T (I) and the last request accepted by offline server is request m. According to the construction, the online server will go back to the origin at time r m and then follows his last route. Note that at time r m , the server is at most r m units of distance away from the origin, thus, C A (I) ≤ r m + r m + C A (I ) ≤ 2C OP T (I) + ρC OP T (I ) ≤ (2 + ρ)C OP T (I).
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, accepting a request at a faraway location with a small penalty may not be beneficial; however, if many requests with small penalties are close to each other, it may be beneficial to accept them. Let us first define the concept of distance for a group of requests: Definition 1. Given a set U of requests and a route τ , define T (U, τ ) as the shortest time to visit all requests in U along τ if τ passes all requests in U ; otherwise, define as ∞.
According to the definition, a server can begin at any request in U , visit all the other requests in U , and then go back to its initial position within 2T (U, τ ) units of time. A group of requests that are close and have a large overall penalty may be beneficial to visit. More formally, Definition 2. If τ passes all requests in U , given any nonempty subset of U : {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i k }, there exists a division of U = k l=1 I l , such that i k l ∈ I l , ∀l = 1, ..., k, and
, then we call τ a good route to visit U .
We are now ready to present our algorithm. It consists of two stages: decision making and route traversing. In the decision making stage, decisions to accept or reject requests are made one by one. At the end of step k, P k ⊂ {1, ..., k} is the set of requests that have not been selected for a visit so far, and V k = {1, ..., k}\Q is the set of requests to be visited (i.e. those who have been accepted, and those who have been rejected but will be served anyway). Every request i receives a label b i during the decision making stage, which will be used for construct a route later. i > b i indicates request i is accepted by the online algorithm; b i < i < ∞ indicates request i is rejected but visited; b i = ∞ indicates request i is rejected and not visited.
DECISION MAKING:
0. Initialization. P 0 = ∅, V 0 = {0}, and k = 1.
1. Request k is accepted if and only if there exists a subset Q k ⊂ P k−1 and a good route
2. If request k is accepted, assume j ∈ V k−1 satisfies d(Q k ∪ {k}, j) = d(Q k ∪ {k}, V k−1 ).
Update P k = P k−1 \Q k , V k = V k−1 ∪ {k} ∪ Q k update labels: b k = j and b i = k for all i ∈ Q k .
3. If request k is rejected, update P k = P k−1 ∪ {k}, V k = V k−1 , and b k = ∞. Constructτ k as follows, it is the same asτ k−1 except for w detours: when arriving at request c it , (1 ≤ t ≤ w), follow the shortest route to visit I t , go back to c it , and then continue to followτ k−1 .
2. If k ∈ S a and τ does not cover any request in Q k ∪ {k}, constructτ k as follows: it is the same asτ k−1 except for a detour: when arriving at request b k , follow the shortest route to visit all the requests in Q k , go back to b k , and then continue to followτ k−1 .
3. If k / ∈ S a ,τ k =τ k−1 .
4. k = k + 1. Go to Step 1.
In the last iteration, from the requirement of divisions, min i∈W K b i ≥ max i∈W K i. Hence when request max i∈W K i is revealed, all requests in W K are still in P max i∈W K i−1 . On the other hand, request max i∈W K i is not accepted. Combined with the fact that τ n is a good route to visit W K , we have C opt (n) ≥ i∈W K p i √ ln n. By summing these inequalities up, we conclude k∈W p k ≤ (2 √ ln n + 1)C opt (n).
Consider now the routeτ n that visits all requests in V n . We have a corresponding lemma:
Lemma 14. L(τ n ) ≤ (2 √ ln n + 1)C opt (n).
Proof. Let us establish the upper bound L(τ n ) by considering L(τ k ) − L(τ k−1 ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
1. If k ∈ S a andτ k−1 passes at least one request in Q k ∪ {k}, then according to the definition of good route, L(τ k ) − L(τ k−1 ) ≤ 2 √ ln n t∈Q k ∪{k}\Sn p t .
2. If k ∈ S a andτ k−1 does not cover any request in
Since every request in R n belongs to at most one of Q i , by summing these inequalities up, we have L(τ n ) ≤ L(τ n ) + 2 √ ln n t∈Rn p t ≤ (2 √ ln n + 1)C opt (n).
After providing upper bounds on both parts, we can now conclude:
Theorem 12. The algorithm is O( √ ln n)-competitive.
Proof. Since the requests rejected by the online server are in R n ∪ W , C on (n) ≤ i∈Rn p i + i∈W p i + L(τ n ) ≤ C opt (n) + (2 √ ln n + 1)C opt (n) + (2 √ ln n + 1)C opt (n) = (4 √ ln n + 3)C opt (n).
Therefore, the algorithm is O( √ ln n)-competitive.
Conclusions
From our results it is clear that, from a competitive analysis perspective, the basic versions of our online problem are easier to tackle than their real-time versions -the corresponding competitive ratios are much smaller. There are some key questions left open in this paper:
First, it would be nice to close the gaps between lower and upper bounds for the real-time online version of the problem on the real line.
Second, we have not presented results in this paper on the version for which the server doesn't have to return home to a specific location at the end. It turns out that this version is more difficult to solve for an online server -the lack of certainty about where to end proves to be yet another source of difficulty in an adversarial situation.
Finally, it would also be of interest to know if the introduction of quota for prizes to collect fundamentally changes the nature of the results for the real-time online version of our problems.
